A new polysaccharidic gel matrix for drug delivery: preparation and mechanical properties.
A new type of hydrogel was prepared, under controlled conditions, by diffusion of Ca(II) ions into a solution of the carboxylated derivative of Scleroglucan (Sclerox). The obtained hydrogel was loaded with Theophylline (TPH) and Myoglobin (MGB), two model drugs of remarkably different steric hindrance, and also used, after freeze drying, for the preparation of tablets. Release studies were carried out on both the freshly prepared gel and on the tablets. As far as the gel systems experiments are concerned, the delivery profiles resulted to be deeply dependent on the molecular dimensions of the loaded molecules; TPH was easily released while the larger tested molecule (MGB) remained partially entrapped within the three-dimensional network. Furthermore, in the case of MGB, the release was dependent also on polymer concentration (c(p)): at the highest investigated c(p) value a corresponding lowest delivery of the guest molecule was observed. This effect of polymer concentration on the rate of delivery was studied applying three different mathematical approaches: the one that better fitted the experimental release profile allowed to support the explanation of the mechanism involved in the observed two-step delivery that has been related to the drug trapping inside the clusters of the gel network. The delivery profiles from the tablets showed how the release, in this case, could be related, essentially, to the molecular dimensions of the guest molecules, independently on the c(p) used to prepare the starting hydrogel. TPH was completely delivered in a few hours while the MGB was almost unable to diffuse out of the matrix and more than 80% resulted entrapped in the network for at least 24 h. The novel hydrogel, at different c(p), was also characterized by means of a texture analyzer to inspect its mechanical properties. According to the compression data, the hardness, the work of cohesion and the work of adhesion of the networks were estimated. Furthermore, by means of relaxation experiments, analysed applying the generalized Maxwell model, the gels can be classified as solid viscoelastic materials and the mechanical spectra indicated a predominance of the viscous behaviour, while the Young modulus, E0, as expected, was found to increase with polymer concentration.